First of all, I wish to convey my congratulations to the Ambassador of Japan and the representative of Argentina who have told us the good news about ratification in their countries, and let you know that as far as the Community is concerned the good news will come a little later, but it will come. Today, we all hope that the successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round has considerably strengthened the multilateral trading system based on law, before which we all will be, and are, equal. We must see the new status of the WTO as a challenge and devote ourselves to building a system that forms a reliable, harmonious whole.

The satisfaction which we have every right to feel today should not lead us to overlook the concerns felt in some quarters, and we will only be able to succeed in our endeavours with the support of our public opinions. We must now and in future above all strive to strengthen our dialogue and cooperation with our less developed partners so as to narrow the gap between our economies; otherwise our undertaking as a whole will be doomed to failure. Furthermore, if we wish to keep an open, law-based multilateral system, we must take account of the changing realities of trade, be receptive to fears and misunderstandings, and be ready to tackle the new problems stemming from the opening of our markets and heightened competition.